YOUR CAREER WITH US
Become part of our team and
grow with us and along with your tasks.
Internship M&A and Debt Advisory (f / m / d) Energy & Infrastructure
Location Hamburg
Capcora is a Frankfurt based M&A and Corporate Finance boutique specialized on real assets. We are currently
increasing our firepower in the energy & infrastructure division and are looking for an intern for our new office
in Hamburg for at least 6 months. Become part of a small, powerful team and support us in our rapid growth in
an exciting business area. We offer you the opportunity to gain detailed insights into origination and execution
of M&A processes and finance transactions in ground-breaking solar PV or onshore wind projects across Europe.

Your tasks
−− Participating in the execution of national and international M&A projects as well as Corporate Finance		
transactions - from the preparation phase through due diligence process to closing stage
−− Performing market and corporate research tasks, strategy analysis and validation of project planning
−− Contributing to develop investment and financing concepts as well as developing sophisticated financial
models / discounted cash flow valuations / scenario analysis
−− Creating key marketing and commercial documents (teasers, information memorandum and reports)
−− Screening and research of new and existing market participants (investors and lenders)

Your skills
−− You are graduate or have completed at least the third semester of a bachelor’s degree in economic sciences,
engineering, natural sciences, computer science, law, or a comparable degree programme
−− You have high affinity for analytical tasks
−− Ideally you gained initial experience in the Corporate Finance, M&A or Renewable Energy sector
−− In addition to very good German and English language skills, you have good user knowledge of Microsoft Office
products, especially Excel and PowerPoint
−− You enjoy working in a team and carrying out your tasks reliably, independently and with a great level of motivation
−− You are communicative, resilient, and flexible in terms of working hours
Are you ready for a new challenge? Then we are looking forward to your detailed application. Please send your
application with your earliest starting date and the duration of your assignment to hamburg@capcora.com.
Andreas Bodensohn (+49 171 207 19 60) will be pleased to answer any questions.
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